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1. On 16 Nov Licook-1 (with Linnick-1) visited Major Alfonso Riera
Sierra (who lives with wife and four small daughters) at latter's
house: calle dr. Barragán 39, Colonia Narvarte. Riera employed
by Francisco "Paco" Amado at Acuitlas Coates (Paco's wife is owner).
Alfonso said Paco still involved in guerrilla ops and receives money
from Cubans to pass to only. Alfonso, who angry with Paco and
extremely disillusioned, says Paco pocketing part of money intende,
for guerrilla ops. Paco's wife says Paco now in PB Prime but Alfonso
thinks he either in Guat or Cuba. Claims Paco made recent trips to
Guat, and on one occasion $1,000 dollars sent by Cubans for
members jailed with Humberto Pineda, Paco gave them only few dollars.
Each and gave rest to Yon Sosa guerrilla group.

2. Alfonso's brother Enrique still firmly pro-Cuban and enthusiastic
about chances success guerrilla ops. Guat. Alfonso, however, no longer
believes violence will succeed and fears Commies would push all others
out if ops were successful.

3. L-I says Alfonso financially bad off, disillusioned, and
because of suspicions about Paco and belief guerrilla ops will
ULTIMATELY FAIL, SHE THINKS HE HIGHLY SUSCEPTIBLE RECRUITMENT PITCH. SHE BELIEVES HE CAN EASILY RENEW CONTACTS AMONG GUAT GUERRILLAS AND INGRATIATE HIMSELF WITH PACO. ENRIQUE STILL CLOSE TO YON SOSA OFFICERS, AND ALFONSO CLAIMS THREE OF FORMER 13 NOV GROUP OFFICERS STILL WITH YON SOSA. HE PLANS RETURN GUAT ABOUT MID-DECEMBER, TOGETHER WITH FAMILY.

4. SHOULD GUAT BE INTERESTED, MEXI CAN OBTAIN PHOTOS AND SURVEIL BUT PREFER GUAT PROVIDE RECRUITER. ACCORDING L-1, ALFONSO GOES HOME FOR LUNCH EACH DAY.

5 PLEASE ADVISE.
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C/S COMMENT: COMPLETE PAGE 1, PARA 1, LIKE TO READ:

"...GUAT, AND ON ONE OCCASION OF 1,000 DOLLARS SENT BY CUBANS FOR..."